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THE NEW LOOK BOOK
POLISHED CONCRETE FLOORING AND SURFACES
HIGHLY VERSATILE RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL CONCRETE INSTALLATIONS, WITH A RANGE OF PRODUCTS
DESIGNED TO ENHANCE AND ADD VALUE TO ANY HOME OR DEVELOPMENT.
Residential installation expertise

Commercial installation expertise

Lazenby is the market leader when it comes to decorative concrete. With over 30 years’

Concrete’s hard wearing and durable nature make it the ideal material for public, retail

experience we have developed a range of products and systems available to suit all

and commercial spaces. Lazenby has a proven track record of delivering commercial

residential developments. Whether you have a new build house looking for a polished

projects on time and on budget.

concrete floor or a refurbishment requiring concrete tiles, we have a suitable product.
By utilising the phenomenal knowledge we have throughout our team, we can help you
Decorative concrete not only looks stunning but is an extremely durable option designed

find the product that is right for your project. Whether you’re looking for decorative

to add value to any home. With our unrivalled expertise we can create a variety of

concrete on the ground floor or Terrazzo on the 30th floor, we have a system and

matching surfaces and furniture, all designed to perfectly complement a polished

aesthetic that works for you.

concrete floor.
We work closely with main contractors and architects to ensure that every project is
We understand that working with new materials can be daunting, that’s why we aim to

completed to the highest standards. Architects continually trust Lazenby on some of the

make the entire process as simple and easy as possible. Our dedicated site coordinators

most high-profile projects throughout the UK. Examples include The British Museum,

and operations team are on hand to manage the installation process and ensure that

The Tate St Ives and The Marshall Building at The London School of Economics.

each project runs as planned from start to finish.

POLISHED CONCRETE. COLOUR CHART.

LAZENBY POLISHED CONCRETE
Displaying all the premium quality that sets us apart from would-be competitors, this is our iconic flagship product.
Hard-wearing, easy to maintain and stunning to behold, a Lazenby polished concrete floor is suitable for almost all
residential and commercial environments.
Available in a myriad of colours and finishes, our floors have the flexibility and versatility to enhance any design.

OFF WHITE

OYSTER WHITE

CREAM BUFF

HENLEY BUFF

COOL GREY

LIGHT NATURAL

IMPERIAL GREY

IRON GREY

BASALT

WALNUT

DARK GREY

MOSS GREEN

MAYFAIR GREY

BLACK

PINK

PRODUCT FEATURES
Hard wearing and extremely durable finish

Modern and sophisticated look, available in a
wide range of colours

Laid directly over underfloor heating pipes, eliminating
the need for a traditional screed

Dedicated site coordinator to ensure a
hassle-free installation

Easy to maintain
12 month defect warranty
Seamless transition available from
inside to outside spaces

Anti-slip feature of +36 PTV in the wet is achievable

Quick and simple installation process
Lazenby Polished Concrete is available in 15 standard colours, but our technical concrete
experts can also mix bespoke colours. Just speak to our team to discuss what you’re
looking for.

DISCLAIMER:

Lazenby Polished Concrete floors are hand made and will be subject to colour and texture variation.

COLOUR. BASALT.
BERKSHIRE HOUSE
Basalt is a stylish classic which is at its best in large, open spaces with lots of natural light and light contrasting walls.
The enigmatic colour tones are gorgeous too with its blend of subtle dark grey and blue pigments.

Architect: Gregory Phillips. Photography by Mel Yates

COLOUR. BLACK.
HOLLOW BROOK FARM
Black provides a subtle and refined backdrop for any space with an abundance of natural
light. Its elegant nature gives an air of sophistication that only it can.

Interior Design: Kirstie Howard in collaboration with KD Designs / Build: Barr Build / Kitchen: Barr Kitchens

COLOUR. COOL GREY.
THE WESTWORKS
Cool Grey is pure charisma in concrete form. This classic, beautifully rich colour is
unsurprisingly one of our most popular polished floor colours, managing to feel cool and
light in the summer and warm and welcoming in the winter.

Allies and Morrison Architects. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. CREAM BUFF.
ESHER, SURREY
One of our most inviting flooring colours, Cream Buff
allows you to create a genuinely relaxing atmosphere and
helps to brighten up pretty much any space, especially if
there is lots of natural light available.

Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. DARK GREY.
BEACONSFIELD
Dark Grey is supremely versatile as it is equally at home
in traditional and contemporary spaces. It brings a
serious touch of class to any flooring project.

Peter King Architect Ltd. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. HENLEY BUFF.
DALSTON, LONDON
Henley Buff allows you to create a warmer, more
welcoming vibe than you get with most other concrete
tones. The light shade also helps to brighten up rooms,
especially ones that aren’t well lit.

Paul Archer Design. Photography by Oliver Perrott

COLOUR. IMPERIAL GREY.
CANNING CROSS, LONDON

COLOUR. IMPERIAL GREY.
ISABEL MARANT STORE

Imperial Grey is a timeless classic. With warm, earthy

Imperial Grey was chosen for this retail store due to its

undertones it is perfect for all kinds of architectural

warm and natural qualities. The client requested a matt

projects, from modern domestic refurbs to large public

finish to the floor to maintain its industrial character.

spaces.

PVMS Architects. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. IRON GREY.
BERMONDSEY, LONDON
Iron Grey is absolutely mesmerising as its shimmering
tones really come to life in natural light. Built to last,
and to look better and better over time, it’s a great way
to make a bold statement and is an increasingly popular
choice in for a wide range of contemporary living spaces.

Architect: Amanda Mosley. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. LIGHT NATURAL.
OLD STREET - COMMERCIAL

COLOUR. LIGHT NATURAL.
CENTRAL LONDON - COMMERCIAL

Light Natural is the minimalist flooring colour. 100%

Polished concrete was chosen as the ideal material

iconic and the UK’s number one choice for concrete

for this commercial reception. The durability and low

flooring, it ranks firmly as our most wanted colour.

maintenance of a concrete floor was a key factor in it

Lazenby’s Light Natural suits every kind of environment

being specified.

and architectural space. It sits beautifully against a wide
spectrum of accent colours and, basically, looks the

Our Light Natural was selected as the colour due to its

business.

neutral tones and flexibility.

Architect: AHMM. Photography by Rob Parrish

Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. LIGHT NATURAL.
HOUSE CURIOUS
Light Natural polished concrete floors were installed
100mm deep over underfloor heating. Inside and out,
House Curious comprises 207m2 of Lazenby’s mottled,
satin finished, iconic concrete floors, creating elegant
architectural lines throughout.

Ade Architecture. Photography by Matt Clayton

COLOUR. MAYFAIR GREY
(WITH RAVEN INTEGRAL).
HAMILTON GALLERY

Mayfair Grey is a serious touch of class. This striking,
contemporary colour is entirely at home in spacious,
open plan architectural environments, especially when
contrasted with light wall colours and bathed in
natural light.

Photography by Jeremy Phillips

COLOUR. MOSS GREEN.
DALLING ROAD
Earthy, soft, and elegant, Moss Green is still loaded with drama and potential. This exquisite flooring colour is an easy
way to create depth within a space, bringing subtle green tones that will enliven any environment; inside or out.

Neil Dusheiko Architects

COLOUR. OFF WHITE.
WEST SUSSEX

COLOUR. OYSTER WHITE.
BATTERSEA, LONDON

Off White is one of the most popular choices for family

Oyster White just oozes luxury. Stylish and welcoming,

spaces. It zings in natural light, but it’s especially good in

this iconic colour makes a stunning first impression for

smaller spaces that will benefit from reflected light.

any space and it is ideal where reflected light is needed
for brightness. Quintessentially contemporary, it works
well with a wide range of complementary tones, such as
wood and steel.

Photography by Simon Maxwell

Builders and Developers: PVAD Ltd

COLOUR. BESPOKE PINK.
R7 KINGS CROSS
Lazenby Pink is the latest addition to our colour range
and we absolutely love it. The bright and vibrant colour
provides the perfect backdrop for a real statement piece.

Duggan Morris Architects. Photography by Jack Hobhouse

DIAMOND POLISHED CONCRETE
If you’re looking for hard wearing, exposed aggregate flooring then look no further. Our Diamond Polished Concrete

THE COLOURS.

exposes the aggregate within the surface of the concrete to give a traditional, raw industrial look; meaning it’s
extremely popular for commercial and public spaces, as well as urban environments.

The beauty of a Lazenby Diamond Polished Concrete floor
is that it gives a natural concrete finish combined with the
beauty of locally sourced aggregate and colour.

PRODUCT FEATURES

This means that the colour and aggregate can vary
greatly, depending on the location of the project. In

Hard wearing and extremely durable finish

Crafted from locally sourced, sustainable materials

Perfect for use with underfloor heating systems

12 month defect warranty – contact us for more details

Easy to maintain

Aggregate and colour is unique to each location

Anti-slip feature of +36 PTV in the wet is achievable

some scenarios, colour options or seeded aggregate are
available. However, once an order has been placed, we
can provide bespoke floor samples for approval prior to
installing the final floor
We’re able to offer a multitude of finishes depending on
the level of exposure required. This ranges from fine
aggregate exposure to structural aggregate exposure.
Please speak to our team to discuss any of these
aspects further.

DIAMOND POLISHED CONCRETE.
OXFORD STREET, LONDON

DIAMOND POLISHED CONCRETE.
TATE ST IVES

This retail store on Oxford Street features a natural

Diamond Polished Concrete floors were used throughout

concrete colour with a 10mm Limestone aggregate.

the new Tate St Ives Gallery in Cornwall. The floor was

Limestone is one of the most readily available aggregates

cast using local materials featuring a granite aggregate.

for Diamond Polished Concrete flooring.

The natural materials created an extremely light, pale
concrete colour.

Jamie Fobert Architects. Photography by Jim Stephenson

ARCHITOP. COLOUR CHART.

ARCHITOP FLOORING
Architop is a blend of quartz sand, cement and binders. It is mixed with a polymer for minimal shrinkage. With an
applied depth of just 2mm, it allows you to overcome the thickness and weight limits of traditional concrete, whilst
maintaining its beauty and robustness.
As minimal floor preparation is required, Architop is perfect for refurbishment projects and retail environments where it

NEUTRO

PEWTER

ZINCO

is not possible to remove existing floors.

DISCLAIMER:

Lazenby Architop floors are hand made
and will be subject to colour and texture
variation.

PRODUCT FEATURES
2mm thickness

SAND BUFF

Samples are available upon request
following production of a quotation.

Dedicated site coordinator to ensure a
hassle-free installation

CENERE

ANTHRACITE

BLACK

Can be installed over existing flooring
Ideal for installations on upper levels and where
Does not require any joints

access is limited

Imitates the look of a polished concrete floor

Easy to maintain

Anti-slip feature of +36 PTV in the wet is achievable

Architop comes in a unique range of 7 colours, each featuring a unique cloudy, mottled effect that is a result of the hand-laid Architop process. Every project is hand-crafted by our
master craftsmen to create a hard wearing floor of unique beauty. As well as a variety of colours, we can also offer a variety of sealants to give either a matt, satin or gloss finish.
Please note that Architop colours do not match our polished concrete colour range.

ARCHITOP. COLOUR. BESPOKE
OXFORD STREET

ARCHITOP. COLOUR. NEUTRO
HARVEY NICHOLS, KNIGHTSBRIDGE

Architop was used on this retail store due to the existing

Neutro’s light tones were specified on this retail store

sub floor only allowing for a 20mm floor finish. A bespoke

within Harvel Nichols, London. Due to the lack of natural

colour was created to match to RAL 7032 specified by

light within the store, a white colour was used to ensure

the Architects.

the space gleamed.

Photography by Lazenby

Photography by Lazenby

LAZENBY TERRAZZO
Welcome to the latest addition to our product range. Lazenby’s in-situ Terrazzo allows you to create beautifully

THE COLOURS.

bespoke aggregate and colour combinations that aren’t possible with our traditional Diamond Polished Concrete
flooring product.

We have developed a range of standard colour and
aggregate combinations which are readily available.
With 4 standard aggregates and 3 concrete colours, they

PRODUCT FEATURES
Limitless possibilities for colour and aggregates not

offer a great selection.

Trims and inlays can be incorporated into the floor

available with traditional concrete
Can be used for other surfaces such as stairs and
Can often be laid over an existing floor, eliminating the

furniture

need to remove the sub floor

Bespoke colour and aggregate options are also available.
Please get in touch to discuss your requirements.
Samples are available upon request following production
of a quotation.

Anti-slip feature of +36 PTV in the wet is achievable
Does not require any joints
Extremely hard wearing and durable finish

Photography by Seveer

TERRAZZO FLOOR.
LONDON SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS

TERRAZZO FLOOR.
OLD BAILEY

The Marshall Building at The London School of Ecomonics

Lazenby’s Terrazzo flooring was used on this high profile

is a perfect example of how to incorporate a Terrazzo

project in the heart of London. Due to the extremely

floor into a project. The Lazenby Terrazzo floor was laid

light background colour of the concrete, our Terrazzo

in three colour and aggregate combinations. Each was

product was ideally suited. The floor was enhanced with

separated by an aluminium trim to form a feature pattern.

an elegant brass trim around the staircase and reception
desk.

The Terrazzo flooring was also used for the bench seating
and jaw dropping helical staircase.

Grafton Architects. Photography by Seveer

Architecture: Orms. Photography by Seveer

PRE-CAST. COLOUR CHART.

CONCRETE TILES
Available in any size, shape and colour, our concrete tiles are perfectly suited for both floors and walls, and are
all hand crafted in our Yeovil manufacturing centre. Ranging from as thin as 12mm and to a maximum size of
1200mm x 1200mm, our concrete tiles are as stunning as they are practical.
MIST

COAST

SILVER SLEET

SAHARA

FOSSIL

FOREST

AUGUST GREY

PLATINUM

CHESTNUT

DUSK

PRODUCT FEATURES
Individually hand crafted by our concrete experts

1200 x 1200 max size for internal tiles

Bespoke and made to order

1000 x 1000mm max size for external tiles

Suitable for walls, floors or stairs

Cast-in nosings available when used for stairs

For internal and external use

Anti-slip feature of +36 PTV in the wet is achievable

DISCLAIMER:

Please be aware that our pre-cast
colours are not a perfect match to our
polished concrete colours. Due to the
nature of the material, manufacturing,
curing and finishing processes, each
item will be unique and individual in
appearance.

Can be more cost effective than a poured concrete floor

TEMPEST

AZURE GREY

EBONY

MIDNIGHT

Samples are available upon request
following production of a quotation.

Our pre-cast tiles are available in 14 different colours. At Lazenby we use a variety of sealants depending on the final use of the product, and these sealants can affect the final colour of
the product. If in doubt speak to us to check! Floor tiles are available in a smooth or textured finish. Wall tiles are available in variety of finishes such as smooth, industrial or wood effect.

COLOUR. BESPOKE
DENMAN+GOULD
Lazenby manufactured dozens of 300 x 300 x 300 triangular shaped tiles for a unique art project by Denman+Gould.
The project featured tiles in an array of bespoke colours, all of which were laid outside.

COLOUR. SAHARA
WIMBLEDON, LONDON
We produced 1200 x 1200 concrete tiles in our Sahara colour which were laid throughout the bathrooms in this home.
Bespoke tiles were also manufactured to be installed within the slot drains. The tiles were cast with a textured face to
make them suitable for a wet environment.
Denman+Gould

COLOUR. PLATINUM GREY
WALKERS COURT
This stunning theatre in Soho utilises our Platinum Grey concrete tiles on the floor which then extend up the three
flights of stairs. The 1200 x 290mm concrete tiles were designed to mirror the profile of the stair treads.

COLOUR. PLATINUM GREY
WALKERS COURT
L shaped concrete stair treads were clad over the steel
sub-structure to give a solid concrete appearance.
Each tread features two brass nosing strips and a 5mm
recess on the riser to comply with building regulations.

Architects: SODA. Photography by Jack Hobhouse

Soda. Photography - Jack Hobhouse

COLOUR. EBONY
ZIGZAG BUILDING
Lazenby’s 1000 x 1000mm concrete tiles were laid throughout this reception area and lift lobbies in this high traffic
commercial building. The hard wearing nature of concrete tiles made them the perfect fit for this busy environment.

COLOUR. FOREST
COVENTRY CATHEDRAL
Lazenby’s Forest wall panels were used to clad the lift
shaft across two floors of this Cathedral renovation
project.
The panels feature an industrial effect finish to beautifully
accentuate the feature wall.

Architecture: A&RME. Photography by Lazenby

APPLICATION IDEAS.

The possibilities of what we can make are endless. Here

WORKTOPS, SURFACES &
FURNITURE

are some ideas to inspire you.
The only limitation is your imagination.
We can bring your visions to life.

WORKTOPS

ISLANDS

STAIRS

SERVERIES & TABLES

BBQ TOPS

PLANTERS

FIRE HEARTHS

RECEPTION DESKS

Our technical know-how and enhanced manufacturing capabilities mean we can produce a wide variety of
concrete elements such as worktops, furniture and surfaces to suit any environment, all handcrafted by our
expert master craftsmen.

PRODUCT FEATURES
Extremely hard wearing and stylish finish

Each individual project receives the same care and
attention as our concrete floors

Colour match to polished concrete floors (on-site casting)
Items cast on site can be free from joints
Complementary colours are available for pre-cast items
We can produce bespoke items to any size or shape

KITCHEN ISLANDS & WORKTOPS.

Concrete’s versatility mean that it is perfectly suited to kitchen worktops & islands.
Worktops can be created as simple tops or cast in-situ to any size and design.

Kitchen Architecture

COLOUR. LIGHT NATURAL
PORTOBELLO
Concrete’s stunning beauty makes it an ideal material for
a feature staircase. By casting a staircase invsitu we are
able to perfectly match the colour of a polished
concrete floor.
The completely free standing structure can be a great way
to connect polished concrete floors on multiple levels.

Humphrey Kelsey Architecture. Photography by David Butler

COLOUR. LIGHT NATURAL
WILLIS ROAD

COLOUR. BESPOKE
DENMAN+GOULD

This stunning garden features an outdoor dining table, bench and cantilevered seat. All the items were cast in-situ to

These unique planters and stools were all produced in our pre-cast factory in Somerset. The clever design allows for

match the external concrete patio. The garden forms an ideal space for outside family living.

complete flexibility as the stools can be configured in a multitude of different ways.
Each stool was produced with a hollow core to ensure the weight was kept to a minimum.

PiP Architects / Garden Designand Photography by Colm Joseph

Denman & Gould.

COLOUR: AZURE GREY
HAMMERSMITH
We created over 20 bespoke panels to clad this 6 metre long reception desk. Each panel was carefully designed to
perfectly slot together over the timber structure.
The panels were cast in Azure Grey to compliment the Basalt polished concrete floor.

COLOUR: COOL GREY
THE WESTWORKS
This unique reception desk was cast in-situ as one solid
piece of concrete with no joints or seams. The desk was
cleverly designed to incorporate shadow gaps at the base
which gives the illusion that the desk is floating.

Design Studio: Flanagan Lawrence. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

Architects: AHMM. Photography by Jeremy Phillips

PRE-CAST. COLOUR CHART.

PRE-CAST SINKS
Concrete’s versatility and durability make it an ideal choice for a bathroom or washroom sink. Every sink is hand crafted
in our Yeovil factory to your exact design and specification. Typically cast using our Glass Reinforced Concrete, our sinks
are super lightweight when compared to traditional concrete sinks.
MIST

COAST

SILVER SLEET

SAHARA

FOSSIL

FOREST

AUGUST GREY

PLATINUM

CHESTNUT

DUSK

PRODUCT FEATURES
Hard wearing and extremely durable finish

Available in both an industrial and contemporary look

Completely customisable for a unique solution

The perfect complement to a polished concrete floor

Easy to maintain

DISCLAIMER:

Sinks are available in a smooth or
textured finish. Please be aware that our
pre cast colours are not a perfect match
to our polished concrete colours.

TEMPEST

AZURE GREY

EBONY

MIDNIGHT

Due to the nature of the material,
manufacturing, curing and finishing
processes, each item will be unique and
individual in appearance.

Our pre-cast sinks are available in 14 different colours. At Lazenby we use a variety of sealants depending on the final use of the product, and these sealants can affect the final colour
of the product. If in doubt speak to us to check!

SINKS.

The unique characteristics of concrete help to create a completely distinctive product not likely to be found on the high
street. Utilising an ultra-strong, lightweight concrete, we are able to cast our sinks to four, five, even six basin sinks in a
single piece.
With the correct care and maintenance, Lazenby concrete sinks are likely to last for decades

Photography by Seveer

Building and Design: Pascal Huser

THE SHOWROOM & FACTORY
The Lazenby Showroom is located in North Acton, London, where it’s possible to arrange viewings by appointment only.
So get in touch if you’d like to pay us a visit. If you’re unable to visit us , we can ship* colour samples over to you. Our
samples are sent direct from our factory in Somerset, where we hand-craft all our pre-cast products.
*once a written quote has been produced only.

THE SHOWROOM

THE FACTORY

Our London showroom showcases all of the concrete

Each product is hand made to individual specification

products we offer, from polished concrete floors to precast tiles and sinks, we’ve got it all! We also have a show

Everything cast using real concrete, no concrete effects

home featuring light natural polished concrete.

or imitations
Moulds created to exact sizes
All products sealed before dispatch

LAZENBY SHOWROOM
NORTH ACTON, LONDON
Our showroom is open Monday to Friday from 9am – 5pm.
To avoid clashes in visits we request than an appointment
is made ahead of time. Please contact our sales team to
schedule an appointment.

Photography by Jeremy Phillips

LAZENBY FACTORY.
MAKING OUR TILES & SINKS
Our concrete tiles and sinks are all carefully hand crafted
by our master craftsmen to whatever your imagination
can dream of. Rather than being stuck with a standard
size we can build exactly to your requirements.
All items are cast, sealed and packed in our factory ready
for delivery anywhere in the UK.

Photography by Seveer

QUESTIONS?
GET IN TOUCH
We’d love to hear from you!
Please visit our website and complete our enquiry form.
Alternatively send us an email or call us - Email: info@lazenby.co.uk / Phone: 01935 700306

London Showroom and Sales Office

Somerset Office

Unit 1

EJ Lazenby Contracts Ltd

Victoria Industrial Estate

Accounts & Pre-Cast Factory

North Acton

Pen Mill Station Yard

London

Yeovil

W3 6UU

Somerset
BA21 5DD

WHY LAZENBY?

Leading industry innovator since 1990 / Commercial, public, residential and retail
sector projects / Extensive product range; unique colours and finishes / Customer
care and aftersales second to none / Projects of every magnitude undertaken
National and European installations / Master craftsmanship

www.lazenby.co.uk

T. 01935 700 306

E. info@lazenby.co.uk

